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ABSTRACT: Species with breeding distributions spanning a broad latitudinal range typically experience a correspondingly wide range of environmental conditions, and may also be subject to temporal changes in conditions operating either across their range or more locally. Phenological records are potentially useful for elucidating how species adjust to this spatial and temporal variation, particularly in the context of responses to climate change, and have been widely used in studies of terrestrial birds. In contrast, despite the fact that many marine environments are also changing markedly as a result of climate warming, studies of the phenology of seabirds are comparatively rare. We used data from a wide range of sources to examine trends in breeding time in relation to latitude (49 to 62° N) and year (1980 to 2007) in the northern gannet Morus bassanus at 17 colonies in the eastern Atlantic. We found significant spatial and temporal effects but no significant interaction between latitude and year, indicating a consistent shift in breeding time at ganneries in the central and southern parts of the breeding range between 1980 and 2007. On average, median hatch date became 1.98 d later for every 1° latitude shift north, such that breeding in the Faeroe Islands was 26 d later than in northern France, and breeding was delayed by 0.21 d yr⁻¹, i.e. 6 d later in 2007 compared to 1980. There was no evidence that the trend towards later breeding was related to temporal changes in either local (late-winter sea surface temperature) or large-scale (winter North Atlantic Oscillation) ocean climate. We believe that this is the first evidence of a trend towards later breeding in a marine predator across a major part of its breeding range. More generally, our findings accord with other recent studies suggesting contrasting phenological responses between marine and terrestrial north temperate birds.
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INTRODUCTION

Species with breeding distributions spanning a broad latitudinal range typically experience a correspondingly wide range of environmental conditions, for example in terms of day length, temperature and ecosystem type. Superimposed on this spatial variability there may also be temporal changes operating either across the range or more locally. One way in which species can adapt to this spatial and temporal variation is to adjust breeding phenology, and phenological records have proved extremely useful for elucidating both latitudinal patterns and responses to changing environmental conditions, particularly climate change (Hopkins 1938, Walther et al. 2002, Parmesan & Yohe 2003). Terrestrial birds have figured prominently in such analyses and, in general, have shown trends towards later breeding with increasing latitude and, in recent years, earlier breeding in association with increasing temperature (Crick et al. 1997, Crick & Sparks 1999, Both et al. 2004, Crick 2004). Many seabird species have latitudinally wide breeding
ranges, and there has been a global rise in sea temperatures in recent decades (Levitus et al. 2000). However, phenological studies of marine birds are rare, estimates of latitudinal effects generally lacking and the available findings on temporal changes equivocal with breeding apparently advancing in some cases and becoming later in others (Aebischer et al. 1990, Durant et al. 2004, Frederiksen et al. 2004, Barbraud & Weimerskirch 2006, Møller et al. 2006, Reed et al. 2006). Part of the imbalance between the number of phenological papers published on terrestrial and marine birds may be due to phenology not being routinely recorded in seabird monitoring programmes. However, many other aspects of seabird breeding biology are well monitored and we were able to utilise data from these sources to reconstruct a phenological dataset extending back over nearly 3 decades.

The northern gannet Morus bassanus (hereafter gannet) breeds in a limited number of well-defined colonies, and in the eastern Atlantic the species has a breeding range extending from 49 to 70° N (Nelson 1978) that encompasses several well-defined marine regions with differing physical and ecological characteristics (Beaugrand et al. 2002a). It is therefore likely that environmental conditions vary among breeding colonies, and temporal changes may be out of phase between widely separated gannetries. Until recently it was thought that while the timing of breeding varied among gannet colonies, laying date at individual colonies showed rather little annual variation (Nelson 1978, 2002), except at newly formed gannetries where breeding initially became earlier, presumably as the proportion of older and/or more experienced birds in the breeding population increased (Nelson 1978, Wanless et al. 1996). However, visits to several gannetries in Scotland in recent years found that chicks were much younger than expected based on past experience (Zonfrillo 2005, Nelson 2006, 2007, Okill 2007, Hunt & Nelson 2008).

Our aim was to assess whether these reports signalled a change in gannet phenology in the eastern Atlantic and, if so, to quantify the rate and extent of the change. Although no phenology data were available for colonies at the northern edge of the breeding range, coverage of colonies at the centre and southern edge was good between 1980 and 2007. Our dataset included records from 17 colonies between 49° N (Rouzic, Sept Isles, France, the southernmost colony in the eastern Atlantic) and 62° N (Mykineshólmur, Faeroe Islands) (Fig. 1). Together these colonies made up 67 and 63% of the extant gannetries within the range shown in Fig. 1 in the mid-1980s and 2004, respectively, and 85 and 87% of the respective breeding populations (Murray & Wanless 1986, Wanless et al. 2005b). Our specific aims were to test for (1) a latitudinal trend in gannet phenology; (2) a systematic change in timing of breeding, specifically for any evidence of a shift towards later breeding; and (3) an interaction in the relationships between breeding time and latitude and year that would indicate regional variation in phenological responses over this part of the gannet’s breeding range. In addition, we tested whether spatial and temporal variation in timing of breeding was related to local and/or large-scale climate.

**METHODS**

Although annual estimates of timing of breeding are not routinely collected for gannets, colonies are visited for detailed monitoring of breeding success, aerial and land-based photographic surveys, and to ring or harvest chicks. By going back through these various sources it proved possible to derive time series of annual colony-specific estimates of timing of breeding for 17 colonies between 1980 and 2007 (Table 1, Fig. 1).
Most estimates of the timing of breeding were obtained by back-calculating hatch dates of chicks after the majority of eggs had hatched. Gannet nests are conspicuous, and the breeding cycle is protracted (incubation 44 d, chick rearing ca. 90 d) (Nelson 2002). Chicks were aged into weekly categories using size and plumage characteristics of known-aged chicks (Nelson 1978, 2002), either in the field, often in conjunction with colony censuses (Murray & Wanless 1986, Wanless et al. 2005b), or from photographs taken either opportunistically or during surveys of other species, e.g. grey seals Halichoerus grypus. Breeding tends to be later in newly colonised areas, particularly around the fringes of colonies (Nelson 1978, 2002); therefore, wherever possible, samples were obtained from several different parts of the colony. An annual median hatching date (hereafter termed annual hatch date) was calculated for each colony using the mid-point of each age category (e.g. for Week 3, 15 to 21 d = 18 d) and including nests where birds were incubating or brooding chicks too small to be clearly visible. Incubators and small chicks always comprised <50% of the sample (90% cases <10%). In a few colonies, regular checks were made during the laying, hatching or fledging periods and these were used to obtain an annual hatch date assuming incubation and fledging periods of 44 and 90 d, respectively (Nelson 2002).

Qualitative observations totalling 60 colony-years were also available for 8 of the colonies (Great Saltee, Ailsa Craig, St. Kilda, Sula Sgeir, Sule Stack, Hermaness, Bass Rock, Noss) that were visited regularly by bird ringers, bird fowlers or reserve wardens.

Hatch dates were converted to Day of year for analysis. We tested whether timing of breeding showed latitudinal or temporal trends, and also whether there was a relationship with local or large-scale climate. Local climate was quantified as mean annual late-winter (February–March) mean sea surface temperature (SST), averaged over the 1° × 1° cell containing the colony and its (up to) 8 neighbours. This was then decomposed for each colony into an overall mean SST, which could affect spatial patterns in timing of breeding, and annual anomalies, which could be related to year-to-year variation in phenology. Large-scale climate was represented by the principal component-based winter North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index. SST data were downloaded from the International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (http://icoads.noaa.gov), and NAO data from www.cgd.ucar.edu/cas/jhurrell/indices.html.

The model setup used was a restricted maximum likelihood linear mixed-effect model (Patterson & Thompson 1971), with random colony and year effects. The statistical significance of fixed effects was evaluated using Wald $\chi^2$ tests. All statistical analyses were performed in SAS v. 9.1.

Table 1. Morus bassanus. Colonies from which annual estimates of the timing of hatching of northern gannets were available between 1980 and 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colony</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Source (pers. comm. unless noted)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great Saltee</td>
<td>52.12°N, 6.60°W</td>
<td>1984, 2000, 2003</td>
<td>O. Merne, S. Lewis, S. Wanless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bempton</td>
<td>54.13°N, 0.17°W</td>
<td>1984–85, 2000, 2007</td>
<td>S. J. Holloway, I. T. Rowlands, C. Gray, L. McKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flannan Isles</td>
<td>58.28°N, 7.59°W</td>
<td>1985, 2007</td>
<td>S. Murray, D. Thompson, A. Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sula Sgeir</td>
<td>59.10°N, 5.98°W</td>
<td>1986, 2007</td>
<td>S. Murray, D. Thompson, A. Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mykineshólmur</td>
<td>62.10°N, 7.58°W</td>
<td>1985, 2007</td>
<td>B. Olsen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESULTS

We found significant and positive effects of latitude and year on gannet hatch dates (latitude: $\chi^2 = 42.81$, p < 0.001; year: $\chi^2 = 5.31$, p = 0.021), but no significant interaction between year and latitude ($\chi^2 = 0.24$, df = 1, p = 0.62). Parameter estimates for these relationships indicated that (1) breeding became $1.98 \pm 0.30$ d (SE) later for every 1° latitude shift northwards, and thus on average, gannets bred 26 d later in the Faeroe Islands than in northern France; and (2) breeding had become $0.21 \pm 0.09$ d later each year such that on average, birds bred 6 d later in 2007 than in 1980 (Fig. 2). Mean SST was negatively related to timing of breeding (i.e. earlier breeding where mean SST was higher; $\chi^2 = 10.62$, p = 0.0056), but this effect disappeared once the latitudinal effect was included in the model ($\chi^2 = 2.06$, p = 0.15). Neither NAO nor SST anomalies were statistically related to timing of breeding, regardless of whether the linear temporal trend was included (all $\chi^2 < 1.25$, all p > 0.25).

DISCUSSION

Methodology

Many data used here were by-products of surveys where the primary aim was to estimate gannet population size or breeding success, or to ring or harvest chicks. The conspicuousness of gannets and the long nestling period when chicks are comparatively easy to age (Nelson 1978) allow retrospective estimates of hatch dates to be obtained from brief, single visits to colonies. We calculated median rather than mean annual hatch dates to allow the inclusion of birds still on eggs or brooding chicks too small to be seen clearly and so aged. Our method made 2 key assumptions: (1) losses occurring before the sample of chicks was aged did not distort the primary distribution of laying dates; and (2) feeding conditions were good enough for chicks to develop normally, such that estimated ages were reliable. Data to validate these assumptions directly are lacking. Although feeding conditions for UK seabirds are thought to have deteriorated in recent years (Furness & Tasker 2000, Mitchell et al. 2004), gannets are considered to be relatively insensitive to changes in prey availability, being buffered against food shortages by their large body size, generalist diet and flexible time budgets (Furness & Tasker 2000, Lewis et al. 2003, Hamer et al. 2007). Thus, to date, the species has not been involved in any of the catastrophic, food-related breeding failures that have periodically been recorded around the UK (Furness & Tasker 2000, Mavor et al. 2005, 2006, Wanless et al. 2005a), and breeding success has remained consistently high (e.g. mean productivity at 6 UK colonies between 1986 and 2007, $0.70 \pm 0.01$ SE, n = 94 colony-years; JNCC UK Seabird Monitoring Programme unpubl. data). Therefore, it seems unlikely that any major changes in productivity (e.g. increased loss of early hatched chicks or an increased probability of relaying) occurred over the study period, which in turn could have resulted in a systematic bias in the ages of chicks available for sampling. During development, young birds preferentially put resources into body parts that are essential for post-fledging survival (O’Connor 1977); for example, in seabirds, feather growth is prioritised ahead of body mass (Harris 1966, Øyan & Anker-Nilssen 1996). Given the consistently high breeding success noted above, it seems unlikely that plumage development was disrupted to any great extent, and chick plumage should therefore have been a reliable ageing criterion across the study period.

Clearly the limitations associated with such phenology estimates need to be kept in mind, but the method is probably as robust as many others used to track phenology, such as first egg dates. Thus, we believe that this method has considerable potential, particularly for species such as the gannet where many breeding colonies are in remote locations, and visits are typically infrequent and often of short duration. Future priorities for gannets could include (1) tracking any further changes in timing of breeding in the centre and south of the breeding range as shown here, and (2) providing baseline data for the northernmost colonies in Norway and Iceland for which information is currently lacking (R. T. Barrett pers. comm., A. Petersen pers. comm.).
Spatial and temporal changes in phenology

Many reproductive characteristics of birds are related to latitude, with breeding tending to start later at higher latitudes (Baker 1938, Hopkins 1938, Olsen & Marples 1993). Over a latitudinal range of 14° (1540 km) we found evidence of a highly significant latitudinal effect on the timing of gannet breeding, with the median hatch date becoming 1.98 d later for every 1° northward shift. Our dataset was restricted to colonies in the middle and southern parts of the gannet’s breeding range in the eastern Atlantic. No current information is available on breeding times at northernmost gannetries, but the limited previous data suggest that the latitudinal relationship does not hold; median hatch dates on Hellsey, Iceland, and Hovslea, Norway, were 1 and 22 June 1985, respectively (M. L. Tasker pers. comm., R. T. Barrett pers. comm.), much earlier than expected from their latitudes (63° 22' N and 68° 22' N, respectively). The reason for this discontinuity in the latitudinal trend is unclear, but may be related to the different oceanographic regions in which the colonies are situated (Beauprand et al. 2002b).

Among terrestrial birds, timing of breeding has typically been advancing in recent decades; in many cases apparently in response to rising air temperatures (see Crick 2004). Equivalent data for marine birds are fewer and, in contrast, indicate that at some colonies breeding is becoming later (Aebischer et al. 1990, Barbraud & Weimerskirch 2006). Barbraud & Weimerskirch (2006) speculated that these contrasting phenological responses between terrestrial and marine birds might reflect geographic differences, with evidence for most of the former coming from temperate species while their results were for Antarctic seabirds. However, our findings for northern gannets add to an increasing number of studies of north temperate seabirds that also show breeding getting later (Aebischer et al. 1990, Frederiksen et al. 2004), and thus that the terrestrial/marine difference is unlikely to simply be a geographic effect.

Both intrinsic (e.g. colony size and/or age) and extrinsic factors (e.g. hydrobiological conditions) could potentially affect breeding time in gannets. The colonies included in our dataset covered a wide range of sizes and ages; for example, St. Kilda, Bass Rock, Ailsa Craig and Grassholm are large, long-established gannetries, while Fair Isle and Troup Head are small and newly colonised. Nevertheless, increased intra-specific interference as the total gannet population has grown (Lewis et al. 2001) may have caused birds to take longer to achieve breeding condition in spring. However, environmental conditions may also have been important. The eastern Atlantic is a highly seasonal environment characterised by a pronounced spring plankton bloom primarily controlled by day length and hydrobiological conditions (Pingree et al. 1977). Sea surface temperatures in the region have been increasing, particularly since the late 1980s (Edwards et al. 2007), and the spring bloom has also occurred earlier over this period (Edwards & Richardson 2004, Sharples et al. 2006). Being homoeothermic, seabirds are unlikely to be physiologically affected by temperature changes of the magnitude so far recorded in the area. However, they feed almost exclusively on invertebrate and/or fish prey that are sensitive to temperature and may have relatively narrow thermal tolerances. Later breeding of seabirds could therefore reflect temperature-induced reductions in prey availability, for example through changes in abundance, distribution or phenology, and many such changes are occurring in the eastern Atlantic (Beauprand et al. 2002b, Edwards & Richardson 2004, Richardson & Schoeman 2004, Perry et al. 2005). Nevertheless, we found no indication that the trend towards later breeding was related to either local or large-scale ocean climate. This emphasizes that understanding the implications of climatic changes for predator–prey interactions is not straightforward, and is particularly challenging in generalist species such as the northern gannet where detailed data on diet and distribution in the pre-breeding period are lacking. It is interesting that latitude explained much more of the between-colony variation in phenology than mean SST. This indicates that the strong north–south cline in timing of breeding is not directly related to temperature, and suggests that intrinsic responses to photoperiod may be more important.

Our uncertainty of the mechanisms affecting gannet phenology is further increased because detailed time series of annual hatch dates are lacking for most colonies. Thus, while we are confident that breeding has become later over the last 30 yr, the lack of runs in annual hatch dates means that we cannot formally test when the change occurred. Qualitative observations from some of the Scottish colonies, e.g. Bass Rock, Ailsa Craig, Hermaness and Sula Sgeir, suggest that most of the change occurred in the early 2000s (Zonfrillo 2005, Nelson 2006, 2007, Okill 2007, D. Macfarlane pers. comm.), but data from Rouzic suggest that the change started earlier and was perhaps more gradual (F. Siorat pers. comm.). Thus, although we found no significant interaction between latitude and year in our analysis, it is possible that some more subtle colony or regional differences are present, and other studies have typically found non-uniform responses to climate change across the full extent of a species’ range (Visser et al. 1998, Dunn & Winkler 1999, Both et al. 2004).
Alternatively, the consistency of the temporal response across colonies may indicate a common factor operating outside the breeding season and possibly not directly linked to climate change. Evidence for such an effect comes from changes in the over-wintering distribution of adult-plumaged gannets. Thus, observations of birds at sea (S. Garthe pers. comm.), ringing recoveries (R. W. Furness pers. comm.) and locations of birds fitted with geolocators (S. Garthe pers. comm., R. W. Furness pers. comm.) all indicate that gannets now over-winter further south than previously. A southward extension of the wintering range, and hence increased return distance to the breeding colonies, might result in delayed breeding schedules. Further work on the over-wintering period may clarify the situation.

To the best of our knowledge, our findings provide the first evidence of a trend towards later breeding in a marine predator across a major part of its breeding range. Whether changes in the timing of breeding should be regarded as negative (i.e. environmental change impacting natural populations) or positive (i.e. adaptation to changing conditions) remains unclear (Visser & Both 2005). However, in many bird species, laying later is associated with fewer young being fledged (Lack 1968), and such an effect has previously been found in gannets (Nelson 1978). A widespread shift towards later breeding could, therefore, potentially lead to lower production of young and might also have adverse consequences for adult and juvenile survival.
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